
  

Luxe La Boheme
KOKET brings an earthy vibe predicted by the Fall/Winter Fashion Weeks to High Point Fall Market, 
with a vintage blend of earthy neutrals and bolder statements.

Showing in our prestigious Inter Hall location, IH 409, will be a luscious collection of plush upholstery, 
exquisite casegoods and decadent lighting with a KOKET bohemian flair. 
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DIVINE | ARMOIRE

CAMILIA | ARMOIRE

Some of our most stunning statement pieces incorporate natural materials into the design, creating 
luxury from nature. At last Spring Market, the Camilia Armoire was a Style Spotter favorite, not only for the 
jaw-dropping, hand-carved gold-leaf peacock that adorns the front; but also for the shimmering honey 
gold mother of pearl that composes her body. 

The Divine is sure to catch your eye, as the body gives an iridescent wink of real, hand-placed peacock 
feathers, while the golden handle gives a touch of whimsical luxury. This year, KOKET launched their luxu-
rious feather collection with thirteen lavish patterns of natural peacock, quail and pheasant feathers 
combined in various mesmerizing patterns of flowing waves, natural stripes and diamond cross.
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Casting a sultry glow from above will be an assortment of KOKET’s dazzling lighting, including the Vivre, 
Gia, Eternity and Hypnotic chandeliers. Our Vivre chandelier (and matching sconce) is on trend for fall 
with the dark neutral tones and exquisite patterns in the agate stones. Each slice is embraced by a 
golden metal silhouette, distinctively hand crafted for each stone. 

VIVRE | CHANDELIER

VIVRE | SCONCE

SEVILLIANA | SOFA

Our upholstery collection gets a little fringe action with Sevilliana, our fiery red sofa with a flirtatious 
fringe skirting her base. Sevilliana will be coupled with our dark temptress, the Mistress confidante, a 
mesmerizing mix of lush jet black velvet and gold leaf serpents, powerfully seducing in every way. 
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The natural fluidity of the Obssedia dining table’s golden base, is a rhythmic, intoxicating illusion of art 
coming to life. Tucked under the rectangular smoked glass top, will be our darling femme fatale’s of 
upholstery: Besame, Enigma, Drapesse and Chandra. 

These boho chic pieces, plus more, will transport you into a world of globe-trotting eclecticism where 
cultural inspiration and trend expertise bring design to life. 

Experience KOKET’s Luxe La Boheme this coming Oct 17th 22nd at High Point Fall Market in our presti-
gious showroom location, Inter Hall IH 409. We will be showing will our sister brands from DeMorais 
International: Boca do Lobo, BRABBU, DelightFULL, Sigma L2 and Miyabi Casa. 

OBSSEDIA | DINING TABLE

CHANDRA | DINING CHAIR
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Daring design aesthetic, high impact shows, lavish presentations and the notoriously risqué
ad campaigns, have an uncanny way of conveying KOKET’s mission which is to create highly
desirable empowering statement pieces.

The innate desire to seduce and entice its devotees is perfectly illustrated in the Guilty Plea-
sures & Exotic Opulence Collections. Composed of dramatic case goods, luscious upholstery, 
exquisite lighting and decadent furs; all of which will mesmerize with their magical
mineral medley, lux metallics, vibrant jewel tones and exotic peacock feathers.

KOKET’s savoire faire is intoxicating. The line is manufactured by master artisans and jewelers
who leave no detail or element forgotten. KOKET’s principal designers are a group of exception-
ally artistic and well-rounded product designers who are led by Janet’s creative eye
and almost fanatic strive for perfection. The brand is managed by an elite staff of highly skilled
individuals who strive to create moments of design seduction while seamlessly selling the
collection worldwide through a selective network of interior designers and luxury retail stores.

KOKET - The brand


